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Dear Alumni, Parents, and Friends,

The time is now.
The place is Philadelphia University.

We are pleased to recognize the generosity of Philadelphia University’s donors who invested in our students and faculty in the 2011-2012 academic year.

Since its founding in 1884, Philadelphia University has relied on private support to be the model for professional university education. With the support of our alumni, parents, friends, corporations and foundations, PhilaU is educating the next generation of leaders for the 21st-century work world.

The 2011-2012 academic year was marked by many highlights. However, we would be remiss if we did not acknowledge entrepreneur and philanthropist Maurice Kanbar ’52, H’03 who has donated $15 million in support of the College of Design, Engineering and Commerce, which has been renamed in his honor. The Kanbar College’s integrated curriculum pushes students to think beyond the boundaries of existing disciplines and focus on market-driven innovation through teamwork, collaboration and industry connections.

We are very proud to report on the progress of our multiyear fundraising campaign, Power to Innovate: The Campaign for Philadelphia University. As of November 2012, we have surpassed our $40 million goal well ahead of the Campaign end date of June 30, 2014. This unprecedented success would not be possible without the generosity of all our donors. However, our work is not done. The Campaign is just beginning to have a transformational effect on the campus, the most visible being a new building to house the Kanbar College that reflects the innovative, collaborative nature of the College’s curriculum.

We are indebted to Maurice Kanbar for his exceptional commitment, the largest in Philadelphia University history. However, it takes a community of supporters to provide an innovative education that tuition alone cannot sustain. We are grateful to our more than 2,000 donors in the 2011-2012 academic year who supported The PhilaU Fund, scholarships, athletics and other initiatives.

On behalf of our nearly 3,600 students and 500 faculty members, we thank you for your generosity. Please continue to support Philadelphia University; your investment will contribute to a 128-year legacy that is rich in history and will help prepare graduates to become the innovators and leaders of tomorrow.

Sincerely,

William C. Whitmore, Jr. ’82     Stephen Spinelli Jr., Ph.D.
Chair, Board of Trustees     President

P.S. We are pleased to announce that in November 2012, Maurice Kanbar made an additional gift of $5 million (the use of which is now being planned) at a ceremony dedicating the Kanbar College and the opening of the DEC Center. This magnanimous act is yet another validation of PhilaU’s leadership in defining world-class professional university education.
2012-2013 Philadelphia University Budget

The Philadelphia University budget supports the high quality of our existing and new academic programs and the growing educational, technological, and residence life needs of our students. It is also aligned with the goals of the University’s strategic plan.

According to Moody’s Investors Service’s outlook for higher education in 2012, the current economic environment continues to place pressure on colleges and universities. Today, prospective students and their families are increasingly price-sensitive and discerning consumers while donors, research-granting organizations, and federal and state governments have even fewer resources to invest in higher education. Colleges and universities are under rising pressure to increase operational efficiency and limit tuition increases while working harder to distinguish themselves and clearly articulate what makes them unique in a more competitive environment.

Philadelphia University continues to proactively manage and plan around the current economic condition and the additional budget pressures that it creates. Differentiating the University from its peer institutions, identifying additional and diversified revenue sources and continued streamlining and tightening of operations are all priorities reflected in the University budget.

2012-2013 Revenue Budget

- Tuition & Fees: 81%
- Auxiliary Enterprises: 16%
- Gifts & Grants: 1%
- Investments: 1%
- Other: 1%

2012-2013 Expense Budget

- Instruction/Academic Support: 27%
- Institutional Support: 14%
- Scholarships: 13%
- Technology/Capital: 10%
- Student Services: 7%
- Operations & Maintenance: 1%
- Auxiliary Enterprises: 1%
**2011-2012 Contributions**

### 2011-2012 Source of Funds

- **Alumni**: 23%
- **Parents**: 28%
- **Other Individuals**: 25%
- **Corporations**: 6%
- **Foundations**: 17%
- **Other Organizations**: 1%

### 2011-2012 Designation of Funds

- **Capital**: 25%
- **Endowment**: 35%
- **Restricted**: 17%
- **Unrestricted**: 23%

---

**College of Design, Engineering and Commerce Named for Entrepreneur and Inventor Maurice Kanbar**

In May 2012, Philadelphia University announced the naming of its innovative, transdisciplinary College of Design, Engineering and Commerce for alumnus Maurice Kanbar ‘52, H’03, who donated $15 million in support of the College.

Mr. Kanbar, an entrepreneur, inventor, Hollywood producer and philanthropist, is the embodiment of a Philadelphia University education and our Nexus Learning approach. He has achieved success across disciplines, devising products and services to make the world a better and more enjoyable place.

The Kanbar College of Design, Engineering and Commerce, with its focus on transdisciplinary learning, identifying real-world problems, and creating opportunities and innovation, empowers students to lead and achieve success in the 21st-century workplace and contribute to society.

---

**WHY I INVEST IN PHILAU:**

“Supporting Philadelphia University is a priority for me because of the valuable education I received more than 70 years ago. Since then, they have done a wonderful job of developing the campus and keeping programs relevant for today’s students. I am very pleased that the University today continues to offer a hands-on, practical education that will allow its graduates to enjoy similar success in the 21st century. The University has changed in so many ways since I attended PTI but the mission has remained the same, and I’m glad to be able to support today’s students who are following in my footsteps.”

*Robert M. Gordon ’38*
WHY I INVEST IN PHILAU:

“I support Philadelphia University in appreciation of the high-quality education I received, and the foundation it provided me to pursue a legal career in intellectual property. The world is very different than when I was a student, and it’s true that PhilaU has changed to meet the demands of the 21st century global marketplace. That said, having remained engaged in the life of the University as a volunteer and a donor, I’ve been pleased to see firsthand that PhilaU continues to be a student-centered institution in which creativity and entrepreneurship are never stifled, but fostered. Thanks to a caring and dedicated faculty, in many respects today’s students are trained in the same tradition as when I and my classmates were students, that is, to become flexible, curious thinkers who are always looking for better ways to get things done. So, I’m proud of the positive changes my alma mater has made, but I’m equally gratified at how much it has stayed true to its origins.”

Tracy-Gene G. Durkin, Esq. ’83
Director, Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C.

The Theodore C. Search Society

Established in 2011, the Theodore C. Search Society recognizes those individuals who demonstrate leadership through philanthropy. Named in honor of the University’s founder, the Search Society is the institution’s most prestigious donor society, honoring the steadfast commitment of our most loyal supporters.

As key investors in the next generation of leaders, Search Society members help bring our mission to life by fostering an environment of growth, innovation and excellence in education. Their generosity directly impacts the student experience, creating unparalleled educational opportunities at the University.

Search Society members contribute a minimum of $1,000, which may be given to The PhilaU Fund or designated to a specific University initiative, and they receive special recognition and a variety of benefits. The Search Society Young Members recognition level encourages and promotes leadership giving by our most recent graduates. The program recognizes — with full benefits — the graduates of the last ten years who contribute $100 and above.

To become a member of the Search Society or for more information, please contact Erin Wooley M’07, director of annual giving, at 215.951.6818 or wooleye@PhilaU.edu.

Founders
Robert A. Barnhardt ’59
Shirley S. Barnhardt
George T. Downs III ’63
Suzanne B. Downs ’63
Robert M. Gordon ’38
Mary Bert Gutman
Estefano E. Isaias ’69
William L. Jasper
Maurice Kanbar ’52, ’H03
Liong-Keng Kwee ’68
Edward P. Marram
Eileen Martinson ’86
John H. Martinson
Christopher K. McHugh ’86
Gina McHugh
Mo I. Meidar ’70, ’H’09
Allen E. Sirkin ’64, ’H’10
Bonnie Sirkin
Tracey and Shanin Specter
Jeanne F. Whitmore ’80
William C. Whitmore, Jr. ’82
Martin J. Zeldin ’55

Benefactors
Janet L. and Wayne L. Berman
Stuart L. Borowsky
Joanna Berwind Creamer
A. Louis Denton
Stephen J. Faralli
Prudence Finn
William A. Finn ’67
James V. Genuardi ’80
George Y. V. King ’69, ’H’11
Richard A. Landers ’99
Carol Lockyer
Robert C. Lockyer ’68
Tristin and Martin Mannion
Colleen M. Miller ’99
Michael Nissman ’64
Robert L. Nydick, Jr. ’78
Susan M. Nydick ’77
Ronald Rubin
Donna M. Shammo M’99
Francis J. Shammo ’83
Carol and Stephen Spinelli Jr.
Tomio Taki H’11
Henry A. Truslow III
Martha Truslow
Gregory M. Wolanin ’74
Vincent M. Wolanin ’69

Fellows
Curtis E. Barnette
Elisabeth G. Bellemere
Anne Gallagher
James P. Gallagher H’07
Lisa J. Leder ’86
Andrew J. Morrisroe III ’96, M’99
John Oughton III ’71
Virginia M. Palmieri M’95
Michael S. Schurr ’84
Susan J. Schurr ’84
Popkin C. Shenian
Kathleen F. Smith
Robert P. Smith ’76
Anthony J. Vitullo, Jr. ’97
William J. Wallace, Jr. ’67

Associates
Charles Bernier ’74
Janice Ott Boccella ’82
Salvatore A. Boccella ’83
Carole L. Borden ’82
Eli Caplan ’63
Sloan D. Caplan M’01
Thomas D. Catagnus ’80
Eileen D. Chambers ’91
D. Walter Cohen H’12
Thomas B. Hagen
Julia and Stephen Harmelin
Kevin J. Kodz ’97
This issue of the Honor Roll represents activity in Fiscal Year 2011-2012 (July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012).

**Members**

Eileen Archer
William R. Archer ‘74
Jeffrey Baird M’11
Matt D. Baker
Patricia M. and Robert D. Baldridge
Wendy Beetlestone
Charles D. Bissell ’65
Victor C. Braun, Jr. ’58
Steven Bronstein ’71
David C. Bubbes ’51
David S. Capelli M’95
James P. Cass ’90
Marc S. Cole ’81
Marilyn Cole
Franklin Congdon
John L. Connolly, Jr. ’77
G. Geoffrey Cromarty
Marie DePaul
Steven B. Dolchin ’70
Bruce B. Doniger ’66
David A. Falcone ’81
Linda T. Falcone ’81
Cynthia M. Flanagan ’93
Cary L. Flitter ’76
Martin Fricko ’74
David Gallagher
George Gati ’71
Leona Gati
Irving R. Gerber ’69
David M. Goodman ’71
Ivan H. Gordon ’55
Christine E. Greb M’04
David F. Greenberg ’84
Melissa B. Greenberg ’84
Steven Greenberg ’82
Jay Greenfield ’71
Lisa G. Hackett ’80
James P. Hartman M’11
Charles W. Head, Jr. M’91
Cynthia K. Hook
Ingrid Johnson ’73
Elizabeth Julis ’04
Sheldon L. Kadish ’55
Daniela and Thanos Kamiliotis
Lawrence M. Karlin ’50
Michael L. Kempski
Mitchell B. Krause ’68
George V. Kubu ’51
Helen Kubu
Susan Lehrman

Daniel S. Levy ’75
Leon L. Levy
Joshua E. Liss
Catherine Lockyer
Sarah S. Long
Margaret W. Schneider
Maclay ’83
Michael J. Mascolo ’93
Stephen S. Mazzarelli ’90
Frank McWilliams ’71
Barbara Meyer
David Michie
David L. Morgan ’65
J. Joseph O’Mara ’63
Vito S. Pantilione
Barbara A. Pierantozzi
John T. Pierantozzi ’70
Frances R. and G. Carter Pierce
Harold Pototsky ’58
Allen H. Pottash ’58
Phyllis Pottash
Clara Preisig-Henry
Lillian Z. and David R. Rea
Margaret K. and Donald J. Redlinger
Jeremy A. Rosenau, Sr. M’96
Harold Rosen
Marion W. Roydhouse
John N. Rudolph, Jr. ’82
Cathy A. Rusinko and John O. Matthews
Edwin E. Salvesen ’88
Robert A. Schoellhorn ’56
Walter J. Schwenk ’76
Kimberly C. and Kevin B. Scott
Patricia and Jesse R. Shafer
Michael Sheehan ’73
Larrie B. Sheftel ’76
Monica C. and Thomas R. Shirley, Jr.
Mandy and Rob Skomorucha
Paul R. Stadelberger
John L. Steen ’59
Andrea Sunderland ’84
Mark A. Sunderland ’84, M’06
Lee E. Tabas
Jean-Marie Torpey ’04, M’05
Stephen O. Torpey, Jr. ’03, M’04
Andrew J. Vecchieone ’72
Anthony S. Velpe ’72
Richard F. Walton ’75
James Wasserman
Harry W. Woodcock
John Zabinski

**Young Members**

LaToya M. Anderson ’11
Lauren Badessa ’08
Leigh M. Bannworth ’08
Shayamala Baskaran ’06, M’08
Timothy A. Carroll ’08
Sonia M. Chacko M’10
Erike De Veyra ’09
Allen R. Dowhie, Jr. ’10, M’11
Jessica Enichen ’08
Abigail M. Exner ’10
Carina C. Fanelli ’07, M’08
Evan M. Flynn ’11
Kelly A. Gehman-Granato ’08
Gregory M. Granato ’08
Gabriela V. Graterol ’11
Troy Hannigan ’09
Danielle M. Hirt ’09
Christopher J. Kuntz M’11
Matthew Leone ’09
Fiturnai N. Madrid ’08
James V. Mascaro M’11
John F. McAlloon M’09
Erin O. McGuire ’08
Kathleen McNulty ’07, M’08
Joy M. Roberson ’06
James E. Rudnet ’09
Brandon G. Sargent ’07
Julie Smith ’09
Brittany Speers ’06
Stephen M. Stadelberger ’08
Janet Tarpey Trinh ’05, M’06
Viet Hoai V. Trinh ’05, M’06
Justine Welsh ’11
Christina Wong ’08
Michael D. Yocum ’10

PhilaU Researchers Receive $200,000 Grant for Work on Bacteria-Killing Textiles

A multidisciplinary team of Philadelphia University researchers has been awarded $200,000 from the University City Science Center’s QED Proof of Concept Program to continue their work developing bacteria-killing textiles that could help reduce the high incidence of hospital-acquired infections.

The PhilaU research focuses on a new biocidal textile technology that could be used in such items as lab coats engineered to kill bacteria on contact. Previous work by the PhilaU researchers has resulted in patent-pending technology for textiles that kill a broad range of dangerous bacteria.

The research team includes principal investigator Alex Messinger, professor of architecture and interior design; Diana Cundell, associate professor of biology; Brian George, associate professor of textile engineering; and D.R. Widder, executive director of innovation. In addition to the $200,000 award, each research team receives one year of business guidance from the Science Center’s network of experienced entrepreneurs to help them bring their technologies to market.
Maroon and Gray Society

Named after Philadelphia University’s colors, the Maroon and Gray Society honors those alumni, parents, and friends who made gifts of $100-$999 to any Philadelphia University fund in 2011-2012.

**Associates**
Sueanne Agger
Jean Bail
Matt Baker
Peter Barton ’88
David Brookstein
Peter Burke ’70
Antoinette Carlson
Carl Carlson ’57
Robert Casciato
Dennis Cullen ’74
Gregory Dickinson
Tracy-Gene Durkin ’83
Sheldon Epstein ’54
George Gati ’71
Edward Goldberg ’65
Marylyn Goutmann
John Harrigan ’50
H. Richard Haverstick
Edward Hoban ’75
Patricia Hoban
John Hobson ’73
Alex Holtzman ’52
Catherine Magee
Glenn Marvin ’90
Mary Marvin
Margaret McGoldrick
Peter Mimmo ’78
Handsel Minyard
Karen Minyard
Brian Moorstein ’82
Nathan Moroney ’91
Frank Mulhern ’69
James Nicholaou ’69
Doris Osborne
Elizabeth Pirrotta ’90
Stephen Rush ’78
Robert Samson ’59
Richard Selman ’55
Brian Shirley
James Solano
Kelly Svihiha ’00
Raymond Tarnowski ’77
John Tsu ’53
Keith Weber
Cynthia West ’88
August Zepka ’84

**Members**
Rose Adelizzi
Al Angelos ’80
Francis Ashmore ’98
Judith Barzilay
Myron Bender ’75
Robert Berger ’76
Daniel Boland ’54
Patricia Brennan
Lorraine Cadet
Susan Callaway-Stein
Michael Chernoff ’74
Joanne Chmielewski
Michael Chmielewski
Lisa Cooper
Robert Cordaro ’76
Francis Covaleskie ’82
Robert Culp ’98
Brian Cunningham ’99
Darryl Daisey
Sari Daisey ’89
Anthony Dielsi ’79
Lee-Ann Durning ’79
Michele Fischer
Robert Fluellen ’90
Jo Anne Foster
Malcolm Foster
Frank Foukes ’50
Mary Fuller
Thomas Fuller
Dennis Gazer ’74
James Geise ’89
Randall Gentzler M’90
Trudy Gentzler
Amy Gingras
David Gingras ’69
Andor Glattstein ’55
Richard Goldberg
Kathleen Grace ’91
Kenneth Hagner ’69
Earl Harris ’65
Jeffrey Himmel ’70
Gerald Hunter
Kim Ingham ’94
Edward Keidat
Beatrice Keleher
John Keleher
Claire Kelly
Fuyong Kha ’98
Dennis Kiri ’72
Lloyd Lazarus
Lucinda Lazarus
Richard Lembek ’52
Karen Lesley ’80
Howard Levinson ’52
Charles Lewis ’56
Michael Louden ’89
Michele Louden
Sebastian Lupu ’67
James Lynam
Kathleen Lynam
Michael Lynam ’70
Joseph Lynch ’52
Richard Mansfield ’50
Frank McDonald
Christopher McGill
John Mele
Michelle Miracle ’84
Kathleen Moran-Gannon
Marvin Moster ’55
John Nash
William Nolan ’68
Christopher O’Brien
Dennis Olano
Theresa Olano ’91
Louis Olmman ’70
Joseph Paulits ’84
Tamara Paulits ’86
Gregory Paulter
Edward Pawlowski ’76
Ileana Penafiel
Gury Poletajev ’57
Hollis Reed ’47
Jose Maria Rivera
Ismael Rodriguez ’79
John Rooney ’94
Gary Ross ’86
Stephen Ruziecki ’70
Ernest Sadashige ’01
Christine Schrack
Kevin Schrack
Jennifer Seidel ’95
Kathleen Shirley
Robert Smith
John Snyder
Joseph Sortino
Ellen Sutton
Gloria Templin
Robert Tucci ’86
Susan Vincer ’83
Julian Voigt
Norman Weiss ’65
Jane Wexler ’77
John Woynicz ’86
Thomas Wynne
Saul Yellin ’57
Benjamin Zintak ’69
Christopher Zupko

**Donors**
Marshall Abramson
Ruth Abramson
Linda Accordino
Frank Aiello
John Akers ’49
Joy Akタルay ’96
Joseph Alber ’70
Howard Alexander
David Altamura
Wendy Altamura
Louis Altomari
Charles Altopiedi ’67
Samuel Alvine ’71
Linda Amos
Vincent Amos
Irene Antoniou-Vaream ’90
Steven Archer
Veletta Archer
Joseph Arcieri ’76
Francis Arnao
Martha Arnao
Marta Arocho
Roso Ayala
Kimon Ayan ’54
Kenneth Bachurski
Patricia Bailey
Raymond Bailey ’67
Alvin Barg ’52
Charles Barnes ’58
Janie Barnett Listengart
Richard Barth ’49
Brian Bartley ’01
Francis Beadle
Michael Begleiter ’66
William Behm ’86
Edward Belca ’69
Vincent Bennett ’86
Arnold Bernstein ’64
Marc Bieler ’69
Norton Binder ’53

---

**Sustainable Design Student Wins Award at Prestigious Collab Competition**

Josh Butz, a sustainable design graduate student at Philadelphia University, won third place in the prestigious Collab Student Design Competition, which brought in 115 entries from seven design schools including Pratt Institute in New York and the University of Pennsylvania. The design caught the judges’ eyes for its originality, timeless quality and careful attention to detail.

Butz’s bag was made primarily of highly sustainable materials hemp and burlap, and its teardrop shape was contoured to fit one’s back. The bag is supported with a long stick Butz whittled from a pine tree branch.
WHY I INVEST IN PHILAU:

“I am grateful to Philadelphia University for a quality education in a small, intimate environment. The motivation behind my support is to give back to the organization that provided me with a sound foundation and the opportunity to do what I love every day.”

Eileen D. Chambers ’91
Vice President & Portfolio Manager, The Haverford Trust Company

Steven Bohus
Robert Bondarev ’00
Kathleen Bonett
Charles Borkowski
Natalie Borkowski ’01
Katherine Boschi ’12
Richard Boschi
Andrew Bossert ’68
Alice Bowditch
Patricia Bowditch
David Cunningham ’81
James Davidsson
Lisa Decarlo
George Deckelbaum ’46
Lawrence Deckelbaum
Nicholas Dei Tos
Patricia Dei Tos
Kevin Dekarski
Sandra Dekarski
Jeffrey Delaware
Gabriel Deleon
Susan Delpizzo-Cope ’01
Ronald DePoe ’55
Dale Devough
James Dicioccio
Lisa Dicioccio
Anthony DiFrancesco
Dana DiFrancesco
Michelle Dimirsky ’90
Michael DiRuscio ’71
Anthony Ditullio
Heather Ditullio ’05
Lauren Ditullio
Michael Domino ’72
Robert Donaldson ’57
Edward Donnally ’82
Cornelius Douris ’94
David Driban
Catherine Duncan
Steven Duncan ’94
C. Trevor Dunham ’40
Allen Eisenstein ’56
Harry Emore ’57
Doris Enterline
Deborah Ezzi-Pinto
Camilla Falotico ’76
Paul Feldman ’69
Robert Fife ’98
Anne Fink ’82
Glenn Fischer
Harvey Fischer ’72
David Fisher
Louann Fisher
Joseph Fitzpatrick
Eileen Flaherty ’90
George Forster ’78
Kenneth Fowler ’65
Jacob Frajerman ’70
Raymond Franco ’58
Elizabeth Frank
James Frankenstein ’69
Harvey Friedich ’94
Michael Frino ’61
Geraldine Frugoli
Joseph Frugoli
Steven Frumkin ’70
Katharine Fuellhart
Brian Gallagher
Jami Gallagher
Megan Gallagher ’93
Eileen Garrabrant
Robert Garrett
Barbara Garwood-Castro ’77
Leslie Geiger
Dennis Glackin
Sam Glaser ’73
Sally Glattes ’00
Belinda Glijansky ’01
Elizabeth Golden ’77
Gerald Goldman ’60
Steven Goldman ’70
Kate Golightly
Thomas Golightly
Henry Gomez
Patricia Gomez
Allan Gore ’71
Patricia Gorman
Mark Govoni
Susan Gradel
Kenneth Graf ’67
Donna Grant
Anita Greenspan ’70
Kristine Gress ’06
Scott Gress ’81
Shelly Grick-Agrella ’77
John Griffin
Gregory Grimes ’84
Wayne Grobner ’66
Sanders Gropper ’54
Martin Guriyan ’65
Carl Haeussler ’72
Bruce Hager
Datiya Hamlin
James Hanlon ’90
Patricia Hannahoe ’93
Matthew Harritt ’70
Amy Hasselman
James Hasselman
George Hawkinson ’80
James Heaton ’70
Joan Hedden
David Heineman ’92
Kelly Heineman ’94
Richard Helmuth ’82
Frederick Hemmerich ’71
Martha Heneghan
Robert Henke
Betty Henze ’95
Darcy Heppenstall ’92
Elliot Herman ’74
Sandra Herman
Bruce Heston
Stacey Heston
Earle Hicks
Gwynneth Hicks
Bette High
Jeffrey High
Mary Hoban
Kalynd Hodell ’12
John Hoffman ’71
Warren Hoffman ’60
Linda Hollenback
Patrick Horvath
Gerald Howard ’87
Lynne Hunter
Linda Hunt-Lane ’78
Amy Imbracio ’95
William Irwin ’74
Belinda Jackson ’90
Surendra Jain ’69
Lois Janney
Greta-Ann Jars ’02
Erin Jefferson ’02
Elizabeth Jennings
Donald James ’75
Donna Jones
Frederick Jones ’40
Kimble Josey-Williams ’06
James Kahn
Aaron Kanze ’69
Kenneth Kates ’76
Joyce Kelly ’97
Thomas Kelly ’89
Jonathan Kim ’81
Bertram Kimmel ’55
Karen Kinney ’92
William Kirkwood ’73
Morton Klein ’58
Eugene Klifto
John Klocko ’70
Steven Klohr
Joseph Klos ’76
William Knox ’90
David Kohn ’68
Anne Konoral ’92
Amy Koenig-Roth
Yossi Koenig-Roth
Stanley Kornblum ’63
David Kornkwicz ’81
Jeff Kostik
Elmer Krauland ’84
Paul Krisher ’83
Hannah Kuranz
Antonia Lafferty ’87
Lorraine Laine
Kalyan Lama
Mathu Lama
Michele Lamon-Sigg
Michael Landau ’77
Donald Landis ’72
David Lanzing
Vicky Lanzing
Matthew Leaon
Robert Leferson ’69
Morton Levine ’58
Barbara Lewis
Anneke Lijana
Robert Lijana
Sandra Lindsey
Robert Lipsey ’72
Janie Listengart
Philip Listengart
Ira Livingstone ’65
Jeffrey Lorsch ’76
Richard Lownes
Linda Luchs ’70
Ronald Lum ’95
John Lusky ’12
Patricia Lusky
Steven Lusky
Jane Lydon-Saile ’84
Jean Mack ’85
Robert Malmgren ’60
Thomas Malone ’96
Howard Mankoff
William Margaral ’69
Mary Marsh
William Marsh
Gerald Marvin ’57
Herbert Matt ’58
David Maurer ’80
James Mazzeo
Casey Mbakwe
Uche Mbakwe
Jean McAulay M’90
Amy McBride
David McCann ’80
William McCarroll
Charles McCarthy ’70
Pamela McCarthy-Hudson ’85
Daniel McCollum ’83
John McCormick ’74
James McGlion ’50
Virgil McGough ’84
Jennifer McIntosh ’02
Patrick McIntosh
Susan Mackin
William Mcmackin ’66
Angela McNeill
Robin Meir-Levi ’83
Winifred Mele
Steven Meranze ’75
Edward Mills ’67
Michael Molloy
Isabel Mommeen
Kevin Mommeen
Carol Moorhead
Courtney Moran
Peter Moran
Michael Morrell ’72
Hal Morris ’78
Scott Morris ’93
Tilghman Munn
Kathleen Murphy
Michele Murphy
This issue of the Honor Roll represents activity in Fiscal Year 2011-2012 (July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012).
Fashion Alumna Selected for Philadelphia Incubator at Macy’s

Kaitlyn Doherty (far right), a 2011 PhilaU fashion design graduate, was selected as part of the inaugural class of emerging designers who are participating in the first Philadelphia Fashion Incubator based at Macy’s Center City store.

Doherty and four other promising designers will spend the next year as designers-in-residence, working in a 600-plus square-foot workshop space at Macy’s Center City, where they are producing their sample collections, gaining valuable retail insight, and will showcase their collections to local and national retailers.

While still a student, Doherty won various awards including an international handbag design contest, which landed her on the cover of InStyle magazine in September 2011. With a goal of creating her own line of women’s clothing, she credits her PhilaU education with providing the skills and education necessary to succeed in the competitive world of fashion. Terry Lundgren, CEO of Macy’s Inc. and Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter are pictured from left, respectively.

This issue of the Honor Roll represents activity in Fiscal Year 2011-2012 (July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012).
Alumni Donors by Class Year

This list includes all alumni who made a gift to any Philadelphia University fund in 2011-2012. If a graduate has multiple degrees, they are listed under the class year of their first certificate/degree.

Class of 1938
Robert Gordon

Class of 1940
C. Trevor Dunham
Frederick Jones

Class of 1943
Irving Layton

Class of 1946
George Deckelbaum

Class of 1947
Samuel Kassan
Grace Magee
Hollis Reed

Class of 1949
John Akers
Richard Barth
Norman Friedman
Henry Johnson
Bert Rau
Roy Reubel

Class of 1950
Frank Foulkes
John Harrigan
Lawrence Karlin
Theodore Manheim
Richard Mansfield
Joseph Markowitz
James McGloin
Chester Pribble
John Tirrell

Class of 1951
David Bubes
Charles Dager
George Kubu
William Melville
Dorothy Musselman

Class of 1952
Alvin Barg
Robert Griffin

Class of 1953
Norton Binder
Maurice Calby
John Thackrath
John Tsu
Theodore Vogel

Class of 1954
Kimon Ayan
Daniel Boland
Morton Comer
Sheldon Epstein
Richard Fields
Sanders Gropper
Leonard Muscelli
Joel Sommer
Edmund Zavaglia

Class of 1955
Ronald DePoe
Andor Glattstein
Ivan Gordon
Sheldon Kadish
Bertram Kimmel
Marvin Moster
Richard Selman
Martin Zeldin

Class of 1956
Allen Eisenstein
Willard First
Russell Kenin
Charles Lewis
William Neuman
Robert Schoellhorn

Class of 1957
Howard Berman

Class of 1958
Charles Barnes
Martin Birnbaum
Victor Braun
Norman Cohen
Charles DeGreen
Frank Ferrara
Raymond Franco
Nathan Harvey
Morton Klein
Stanley Levin
Morton Levine
Herbert Matt
Richard O’Donnell
Harold Pototsky
Allen Potash
Morton Setchen
Donald Stogo
Alfred Sussman

Class of 1959
Robert Barnhardt
Robert Samson
Stephen Sitomer
John Steen

Class of 1960
Gerald Goldman
Warren Hoffman
John Klocko
Robert Malmgren
John Mortensen

Class of 1961
Daniel Covitt
Raymond Dafrico
Michael Frino
Pierre Sillan

Class of 1962
Stephen Kreiss
Barry Shay
Barry Sirkin

Class of 1963
Eli Caplan
Virginia Carlson
Paul Crunkleton
George Downs
Suzanne Downs
Surendra Jain
Hugh James
Stanley Kornblum
J. Joseph O’Mara
Samuel Vitale

Class of 1964
Arnold Bernstein
Emanuel Nathan
David Nevison
Michael Nissman
Warren Oran
Allen Sirkin
Randall Sword

Class of 1965
Lawrence Abramovitz
Charles Bissell
Emilio Comparato
Kenneth Fowler
Edward Goldberg
Martin Gurian
Earl Harris
Michael Joffee
Wayne Kargher
Paul Lake
Ira Livingston
David Morgan
Burton Price

Class of 1966
Jerome Rosenblum
Kenneth Takvorian
Norman Weiss

Class of 1967
Charles Altopiedi
Raymond Bailey
George Bradin
William Finn
Kenneth Graff
Sebastian Lupu
Gordon Miller
Edward Mills
Eric Romanski
George Shellington
William Wallace

Class of 1968
Andrew Bossert
Jeffrey Gelman
David Kohn
Mitchell Krause
Donald Kreiss
Liong-Keng Kwee
Robert Lockyer
James Nicholaou
Ronald Smiles
Walter Soltys
Vincent Wolanin
Benjamin Zintak

Class of 1969
Benjamin Zintak
Vincent Wolanin
Walter Soltys

Class of 1970
Joseph Alber
Mitchell Anderson
Peter Burke
Linda Cruz-Uribe
Steven Dolchin
Jacob Frajerman
Gary Freitag
Steven Frumkin
Steven Goldman
Anita Greenspan
Robert Hand
Martin Harrity
James Heaton
Jeffrey Himmel
Linda Luchs

WHY I INVEST IN PHILAU:

“When I give back to PhilaU, I am increasing the value of my degree by ensuring the University continues to prosper for future generations of students. Giving back also make me feel more closely connected to the PhilaU community. I view supporting your alma mater as a responsibility, and I look forward to passing that on to my children.”

Gabriela V. Graterol ’11
Master of Public Health Candidate
WHY I INVEST IN PHILAU:

“The reasons for my support of Philadelphia University have been identified clearly and succinctly by President Barack Obama. It is the philosophy that the road we have been fortunate to travel on has been created by those before us. No one creates anything on their own; it is a smorgasbord of elements that contribute to our success. For example our roads, schools, police, fire departments, and hospitals. Therefore, as we have benefitted by those who paved the way for us, so we must do the same for those who come after us. Establishing the Ruth and Morris Nissman Scholarship in honor of my parents is one way of making sure of our collective tomorrows.”

Michael Nissman ’64
Tyler Fleming ‘12 Receives Prestigious Fulbright Grant to Teach in Vietnam

Tyler Fleming ‘12 was awarded a Fulbright U.S. Student Program Grant to teach English in Vietnam for 10 months starting after orientation and training this past August.

Fleming is the second student from PhilaU to receive a Fulbright grant in the last two years, following Malcolm Ingram ’10, who studied in Argentina. Fleming was one of fewer than 15 students nationwide chosen for the Fulbright program in Vietnam.

At PhilaU, Fleming was a tutor in the Learning & Advising Center and a research assistant for Jeff Ashley, Ph.D., associate professor of chemistry. Fleming collaborated with Ashley on a research project studying the possible carcinogenic effects of tobacco residue, also called third-hand smoke, and his work will be published in August in the *International Journal of Environmental Assessment and Monitoring*.

Nancy Whalen
Joyce Wilson

**Class of 1984**
Cynthia Brooks-Gamble
John Crowley
Judith Dorshimer
Mary Frank
David Greenberg
Robin Greenspon
Gregory Grimes
Susan Hamlett
William Kiehl
Elmer Krualand
Jane Lydon-Saile
Mary McCarthy
Thomas McDonald
Virgil McGough
Michelle Miracle
Joseph Paulits
Mary Patricia Purcell
Anette Raiser
Vincent Schnell
Michael Schurr
Susan Schurr
Alicia Snyder
Andrea Sunderland
Mark Sunderland
Thomas Winters
August Zepka

**Class of 1985**
Ruth Alden
John Baer
Catherine Breiter
Dorothy Burton
Aileen Cox
John Emery
Melissa Greenberg
Wendy Hesler
Michael Kushner
Jean Mack
Pamela McCarthy-Hudson
Eun-Sup Shim
Emma Slotterback
Kathryn Withrow

**Class of 1986**
Lynne Bair-Bigelow
William Behm
Vincent Bennett
Dominic Bruno
Laurie Capin
Janice Corcoran
Robin Howells-Dolbin
Victoria Hyczko
Robert Kay
Lisa Leder
Phebe Mack
Eileen Martinson
Christopher McHugh
David Morrison
Tamara Paulits
Frederick Price
Gary Ross
Robert Tucci
John Woynicz

**Class of 1987**
Sean Boyle
Beulah Braxton-Brown
William Byrd
Lisa Leder
Phebe Mack
Lisa Richardson
Karen Wertz-Ritter

**Class of 1988**
Peter Barton
Timothy Berryman
Jenny Dolchan
Margaret Dolchan
Daniel Indek
Sharon Logan
Edwin Salvesen
Carl Shankweiler
Laviza Shariff
Jody Stamatades
Marie Vallone
Cynthia West

**Class of 1989**
Theodore Alber
Verona Barrett
Christine Chiodetti
Sari Daisey
James Geise
Thomas Kelly
Michael Louden
Ali Niknam
Raymond Smith
Stephen Starcevich
Jeffrey Strauss

**Class of 1990**
Irene Antoniou-Vaream
Joyce Brown
James Cass
Patricia Cronin
Paola De Angeli
Michelle Dimirsky
Marianna Dolan
Eileen Flaherty
Robert Fluelen
Anne Gallagher
Randall Gentzler
Paul Goldenberg
James Hanlon
Belinda Jackson
Walter Jones
William Knox
Evelyn Leh
Glenn Marvin
Stephen Mazzarelli
Jean McAulay
Elizabeth Pirrotta
Inez Recupido
Lori Tigan
Keith Vine
Michael Wallace

**Class of 1991**
James Briggs
Danette Caffrey-Shelly
Eileen Chambers
Andre Frasier
Kathleen Grace
Kevin Grevera
Charles Head
Leslie Hogg
Elizabeth Hurwitz
Doyt Jones
Melissa Leonard
Nathan Moroney
Theresa Olano
Sharon Swankoski
Adrienne Szmuriga-Winfield
Bruce Thomson

**Class of 1992**
Joseph Benco
Carol Chambers
Lissa Cunningham
John Daly
Lisa Fugelo
Melissa Harvel
David Heineman
Darcy Heppenstall
Mary Kimsal
Karen Kinney
Anne Konoval
Laura Lang
Anne Patkus
Carol Rafferty
Diane Shuttleworth

**Class of 1993**
Kathleen Breslin
Patricia Buck
Robin Das
Cynthia Flanagan
Megan Gallagher
Jeanette Hammond
Patricia Hannahoe
Joan Horowitz
Scott Maisey
Michael Mascolo
Scott Morris
Maureen Mullins
Robert Pfeifer
Lisa Richardson
Karen Wertz-Ritter

**Class of 1994**
Henia Bodalski-Montague
Kevin Curran
Anne Dizio
Cornelius Douris
Steven Duncan
Harvey Friedrich
Colleen Giambalvo
Elaine Gibbs
Dara Gordon
Kelly Heineman
Kim Ingham
Kathryn Kirk
PhilaU Honors Leaders of Innovation at Annual Spirit of Innovation Gala

Philadelphia University celebrated five innovative leaders and acclaimed menswear designer John Varvatos at the annual Evening of Innovation on April 28. Following the University’s Annual Fashion Show at the Academy of Music sponsors, supporters and honorees joined the University at the Spirit of Innovation Gala at the Hyatt at the Bellevue in Center City Philadelphia.

At the Gala, President Spinelli presented five Leader of Innovation Medals for outstanding contributions in the honorees’ respective fields. The recipients (beginning second from left) were: D. Walter Cohen, D.D.S. ‘H12, chancellor emeritus of Drexel University College of Medicine; William “Bill” L. Jasper, chief executive officer of Unifi, Inc.; Francis “Fran” J. Shammo ‘83, executive vice president and chief financial officer for Verizon Communications; and Eileen Martinson ‘86, chief executive officer of Sparta Systems. Menswear designer John Varvatos (far left) was presented with the Spirit of Design Award.
Trent Gerber
Danielle Hirt
Andrew Kollar
Robin Kralik
Matthew Leone
John McAlloon
Margaret McGaw
Grace Moses
James Rudnet
Julie Smith
Barbara Thomas

Class of 2010
Valerie Andrews
Sonia Chacko
Allen Dowhie
Abigail Exner
Kimberly Piechuta
Bradford Salzmann
Shakira Williams
Michael Yocum

Class of 2011
LaToya Anderson
Jeffrey Baird
Evan Flynn
Gabriela Graterol
James Hartman
Christopher Kuntz
James Mascaro
Justine Welsh

Class of 2012
Michael Adamo
Allison Alexandroff
Michael Ambrozio
Sylvia Balabusta
Anthony Barralale
Matthew Battersby
Christopher Bazata
Katherine Boschi
Megan Bradley
Ryan Brown
Krystle Bryan
Ryan Cercebo
Sarah Coale
Christopher Cordeiro
Samantha Devine
Brett Dunbar
Brittany Emmanuel
Brittany English
Aliza Fazal
Kristen Frank
Marissa Freilich
Megan Gallagher
Aiyana Garland-Tyler
Henrietta Geitz
Paolo Goslin
Jonathan Guarracino
Nicole Gunning
Sarah Gursky
Christopher Hartzell
William Heppenstall
Ashley Higgins
Kalyan Hodel
Jessica JapNjge
Tina Joseph
Alan Kocher
Hadar Koren-Roth
Christian Lamotte
Joseph Lawrence
John Lusky
Marissa Lutz
Kirsten Mathas
Mary Mathew
Allison Matthews
Monica McCartney
Matthew McDevitt
Robert McDonald
Alexis Montecalvo
Vincent Murphy
Clayton Neiman
Alex Olivera
Cassandra Pennings
Brianna Penrod
Matthew Price
Alexandra Prosser
Madeline Quirk
Anthony Rodio
Daniela Rodriguez
Mia Saylor

Cari Shappell
Gabrielle Smedes
Stephanie Spada
Aaron Statham
Robert Stearns
Margaret Sullivan
Jared Tuwalski
Rebekah Waybrant
Nicole Whitney
Sarah Wieman
Christie Williams

Architecture Students
Design Ingenious Shelters for the Homeless

PhilaU fifth-year architecture students collaborated with Project H.O.M.E. to design and build improvements to Women of Change Safe Haven, which serves chronically homeless and seriously mentally ill women in Philadelphia.

To improve conditions at the shelter, the Philadelphia University Design X Socio-Political Studio worked on state-of-the-art design-build installations for the sleeping dorm, community room and medical area of the facility.

Collaborating with the architecture students, graduate students in the occupational therapy program at Philadelphia University provided research and insights into the designs, making the project a rich interdisciplinary experience.

WHY I INVEST IN PHILA U:

“I invest in PhilaU because PhilaU has invested in me. The personal attention I received while working on my Master’s degree at PhilaU equipped me to navigate one of the most difficult job markets in recent history. PhilaU rewards ambitious, creative, and entrepreneurial students who are willing to work hard to achieve their goals. I can’t imagine where I would be today without the relationships, skills, and knowledge I developed at PhilaU.”

Christopher J. Kuntz M’11
Strategic Communication Consultant, CRA, Inc.
I have had the privilege of being a member of the Philadelphia University community for over forty years. As a faculty member, I have always appreciated the opportunity to grow as a professor, motivate my students, and just enjoy the seasonal changes on our beautiful campus. During my early years, I often thought that I had shared and contributed to all aspects of the University’s growth. Later, when I was asked to financially support scholarships and other fundraising efforts, these worthwhile initiatives became a regular part of my charitable giving.

Recently, former General Electric CEO Jack Welch stated that a college education used to be practically free. He only paid $50 per semester for his undergraduate tuition. Today the majority of families in our country are financially overwhelmed when it comes to the cost of college, and it is extremely satisfying to help students with my support of The PhilaU Fund. In addition, as we construct new buildings on campus, I feel a special ownership when I participate in a charrette as the building is being planned, financially contribute to the project, watch its construction, and celebrate its opening.

Finally, I take great pride in talking with former students about their successes and encouraging them to give back to their alma mater and their communities.”

G. Carter Pierce
Associate Professor, Political Science
Philadelphia University

Faculty and Staff Donors

This list includes all faculty and staff who made a gift to any Philadelphia University fund in 2011-2012.

Jane Arbasak
Jean Bail
Jeffrey Baird M’11
Amy Baker M’04
Matt Baker
Patricia Baldridge
J. Thomas Becker
Charles Bock
Stuart Borowsky
Katherine Boschi ’12
Samuel Bradley
Patricia Brennan
David Brookstein
Lauren Carney
Jeffrey Cepull
Franklin Congdon
Lisa J. Cooper
G. Geoffrey Cromarty
Lessa Dixon
Steven Frumkin ’70
Colleen Giambalvo ’94, M’99
Stacy Gillins ’05
Frederick Gottlieb
Marylyn Goutmann
Mark Govoni
Christine Greb M’04
James Hartman M’11
Casey Heilig
Clara Henry
Linda Hollenback
Patrick Horvath
Edward Keidat
Bradley Koch M’03
Susan Lehrman
Joshua Liss
Catherine Magee
John McAlloon M’09
Erin McGuire ‘08
Dale Michaels
Michael Molloy
Kathleen Moran-Gannon
Jerry Morse
Grace Moses ’06, M’09
Thomas Mueller
Mary Clare
Mulholland
James Munn
Christopher Netzel
Christopher O’Brien
Kimberly Piechuta ’10
G. Carter Pierce
John Pierce, Jr.
Jeremy Rosenau, Sr.
M’96
Marion Roydhouse
Cathy A. Rusinko
Jesse Shafer
Patricia Shafer
Thomas Shirley, Jr.
Rob Skomorucha
Robert Smith
James Solano
Stephanie Spada M’12
Stephen Spinelli
Mark Sunderland ’84, M’06
Howard Swearer
Lee Tabas
Barbara Thomas M’09
Jean-Marie Torpey ’04, M’05
Rachel Wilson
Harry Woodcock
Erin Wooley M’07

Targeting a Better Shopping Experience

Senior business students had 48 hours — sleep optional — to create and pitch a business plan to Target executives that would creatively use technology to improve the grocery shopping experience for customers. The winning team — including seniors C.J. Fazio, Melanie Robins, Angela Sereico and Rachel Weissie — took home $2,000 for their proposal for a Target grocery app for mobile devices to engage shoppers both at home and in the store. Using the app, shoppers could create shopping lists from home, find coupons based on their purchasing interests and receive a digital map of their items in the store, helping them navigate the grocery aisles quickly and efficiently.
Corporation and Foundation Donors

This list includes all corporations and foundations that made a gift to any Philadelphia University fund in 2011-2012. We are grateful for their support as their generosity supports the University’s vision of being the model for professional university education in the 21st century.

Abbott Fund
Academy Bus
Accurate Drilling LLC
The Addis Group
Altari Capital
Partners, LLC
American Express
Charitable Fund
American Technion Society
Applefarm Landscaping
Archer Seating
Armstrong
The Arthur Jackson Company
Atlantic Refrigeration Equipment Company, Inc.
Avon Foundation for Women
Barbin & O’Connell
C.R. Bard Foundation, Inc.
The Barra Foundation
Bervind
Beyond Tans, Inc.
Billows Electric Supply
Buena Baseball Booster Club
Burlington Industries Foundation
CB Transportation
Campbell Family Foundation
Julius H. Caplan Charity Foundation
Carmichael Advisors
Ceisler Media
Center for Scholarship Administration
Central Atlantic Collegiate Conference
Cephalon, Inc. Employees Political Action Committee
Charming Shoppes, Inc.
CLC Landscapes, Inc.
Clean Rental Services, Inc.
Abram and D. Walter Cohen Foundation
Colonial Electric Supply
Comcast
Community Women’s
Care of Berks County
Connelly Foundation
Christine and John Connolly Foundation
Cozen O’Connor
Creative Communication Associates
CrossFit 215
Crum Creek Industries
CTN Solutions, Inc.
Davidson Fabricating
Decorative Design Interiors
Dilworth Paxson LLP
The Dow Chemical Company
The Downs Foundation
East Falls Eye Associates
Eat’n Park Hospitality Group
The Echo Foundation
ECBM
Edison Ventures
Epicure Cafe at East Falls
Falls Flowers
F.C. Haab Company Incorporated
Federal-Mogul Corporation
Fidelity Investments
Fox Rehabilitation
Fox Rothschild LLP
Franklin’s Garden State Benefit Plans
The Gastroenterology Group and Endoscopy Center of South Jersey
GE Foundation
Genuardi Family Foundation
Gerard Tomko Photography
Glackin Thomas Panzak, Inc.
The Great American Pub
Stephen and Julia Harmelin Family Foundation
Harvest Fund Raising Counsel
Head of the Schuylkill Regatta
Henry James Saloon
Hershey Entertainment & Resorts Company
Elsie H. Hillman Foundation
Harvey Hubbell Foundation
IBM Corporation
Image Team Outfitters
Import Source, Inc.
Independence Blue Cross
Intuit Information Technology Solutions
Iron Stone Strategic Capital Partners
J & S Comics
Jain Chem, Ltd.
Jane and Leonard Korman Family Foundation
The Jewish Community Foundation
Joe Zane, LLC
John G. Martin Foundation
Johnson & Johnson
Jomar, Inc.
Kelly’s Sports
Koch’s Clinics
L & F Holding, LLC
Lisa J. Leder Family Foundation
Lomar, Inc.
London Foundation
Macy’s
Make-A-Wish Greater Pennsylvania and Delaware
Marriott Foundation
Mary Ann O’Hara Foundation
Medico Foundation
Merck & Co., Inc.
Mobilease Modular Space, Inc.
Morgan Tile Creations, LLC
North Penn Art
Northeast Plastic Supply Office Depot, Inc.
Oklahoma Benefits & Consulting, LLC
Outside GC LLC
ParkeBank
Peerless Clothing Inc.
Penn International Company
Pennsylvania Manufacturers’ Association
The Philadelphia Foundation
Philadelphia Mens and Boys Apparel Association
Phillips-Van Heusen Foundation
Phyllis Weber Associates, LLC
Piasecki Foundation
Polartec, LLC
PPL Electric Utilities
Procter & Gamble
The Prudential Foundation
Radian Group Inc.
Rajant Corporation
Rock N’ Fire, Inc.
Romill Foundation
Sanofi-Aventis
Scholler Foundation
Doug and Betsey Schwab and Family Foundation
SEI Giving Fund
SG Knits, Inc.
Shared Medical Systems
Shaving Grace Products
SIG Sales Corporation
Sirkin Family Charitable Foundation
SKF Industries
Sole of Manayunk, Inc.
W.W. Smith Charitable Trust
Sparta Systems
Steelcase Foundation
Steen Sales, Inc.
Stephen Torpey, Jr. & Co., Inc.
Stephen B. Dolchin, P.A.
Sunbury Textile Mills
Sword Medical Center
Samuel Tabas Family Foundation
TD Bank, N.A.
Tyco
Unifi, Inc.
Union Boiler Works, Inc.
UPMC
Valentine & Company PC
Van Zandbergen Photography
The Vanguard Group, Inc.
Verizon
Wallace Textile Sales Company
Wells Fargo Capital Finance
Whitemarsh Boat Club
Wolanin Companies, Ltd.
Zartex Fabrics Corporation
Zeldin Family Foundation
Zimmermans Slate Roofing Specialists
The Tapestry Society

The Tapestry Society at Philadelphia University recognizes and appreciates those who provide for the University’s future through a bequest, charitable trust, gift annuity, gift of retirement plan assets, life insurance policy or other estate plans. Through their support, Tapestry Society members have created a meaningful legacy for present and future generations.

Please consider contributing to PhilaU through your estate; your commitment needn’t cost you anything now. Tapestry Society members receive special recognition and a variety of benefits. For information on becoming a member of The Tapestry Society, please contact Mike Molloy, assistant vice president for major gifts and planned giving, at 215.951.0254 or molloym@PhilaU.edu.

Bert Amador ’54
William R. Archer ’74
Shirley S. and Robert A. ’59 Barnhardt
Martin E. Birnbaum ’58
Edie and Antony E. Champ
Michael S. Chernoff ’74
D. Walter Cohen H’12
Huguette Combs
Elizabeth A. Copple ’84
Steven B. Dolchin ’70
C. Trevor Dunham ’40
Prudence and William A. ’67 Finn
David A. Gentner ’93
David A. Gingras ’69
Ira Goldstein ’71
Robert M. Gordon ’38
Mary Bert Gutman
Walter R. Jones ’90
Maurice S. Kanbar ’52, H’03
Lawrence M. Karlin ’50
Helen and George V. ’51 Kubu
Richard S. Lembeck ’52
Robert N. Levenson ’69
Carol and Robert C. ’68 Lockyer
Eileen Martinson ’86
Karen and Handsel B. Minyard
Lillian Z. and David R. Rea
Claire Reichlin
John C. Reno ’58
Harold R. Ronson ’51
Ernest A. Sadashige ’01
L. Tadd Schwab ’75
Sandra Schwab ’77
Arlene T. Simon ’77
Allen E. Sirkin ’64, H’10
John L. Steen ’59
Robert P. Smith ’76
Richard F. Walton ’75
Jeanne L. ’80 and William C. ’82 Whitmore, Jr.
Anonymous

2012-2013 Board of Trustees

William C. Whitmore, Jr. ’82, Chair
President and CEO
AlliedBarton Security Services
Wendy Beetlestone
Partner
Hangley, Aronchick, Segal and Pudlin
D. Walter Cohen H’12
Chancellor Emeritus
Drexel University College of Medicine
Joanna Berwind Creamer
Vice Chair and Trustee
Berwind Corporation
A. Louis Denton
President and Chief Executive Officer
Borer, Denton & Associates, Inc.
George T. Downs III ’63
Partner (Retired)
Downs Properties, L.P.
William A. Finn ’67
Chairman
AstenJohnson, Inc.
Cynthia K. Hook
Senior Vice President and General Auditor
Comcast Corporation
Estefano E. Isaias ’69
Director
Pacific Cable Television, Inc.
Liong-Keng Kwee ’68
Managing Director
Pontiac Land Private Ltd.
Robert C. Lockyer ’68
Managing Partner
MERLOC Partners, L.P.
Edward P. Marram
Director
Arthur M. Blank Center for Entrepreneurship
Babson College
Eileen Martinson ’86
Chief Executive Officer
Sparta Systems, Inc.
Christopher K. McHugh ’86
Senior Portfolio Manager and Security Analyst Principal
Turner Investment Partners
Mo I. Meidar ’70, H’09
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
MAG
Handsbel B. Minyard
Executive Vice President (Retired)
Graimark Realty Advisors, Inc.
Andrew J. Morrisroe III ’96, M’99
President and Chief Executive Officer
CTN Solutions, Inc.
Robert L. Nydick, Jr. ’78
Professor, Management and Operations
Villanova University School of Business
Virginia M. Palmieri M’95
Vice President, Ancillary Services
Independence Blue Cross
David R. Rea
Vice President, Global Nylon Technology (Retired)
DuPont Nylon
L. Tadd Schwab ’75
Francis J. Shammo ’83
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Verizon Communications
Allen E. Sirkin ’64, H’10
President and Chief Operating Officer (Retired)
Phillips-Van Heusen Corporation
Stephen Spinelli Jr.
President
Philadelphia University
Andrew J. Vecchione ’72
Anthony J. Vitullo, Jr. ’97
Vice President,
Chief Accounting Officer
Deb Shops, Inc.
Lawrence A. Wittig
Senior Partner
Wittig Accounting
Clarence Wooten
Founder and CEO
Groupsite.com, Inc.
Coach Herb Magee Inducted into Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame

Philadelphia University men’s basketball head coach Herb Magee ‘63, H’09 was enshrined August 2011 in the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame, following a season in which he became the most winning coach in NCAA history across all divisions. Magee currently has 941 wins as head coach, all at his alma mater.

In February 2011, the University celebrated his achievement by unveiling a bronze bust depicting Magee. The bust will remain on display in the lobby of The Gallagher Athletic, Recreation and Convocation Center.

Ways of Giving

For the convenience of our donors, gifts to Philadelphia University can be made in several ways. For more information, please call the Office of Development and Alumni Relations at 215.951.2850.

Check
Make your check payable to Philadelphia University and mail to:
Office of Development and Alumni Relations
Philadelphia University
4201 Henry Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144-5497

Credit Card
Philadelphia University accepts American Express, Discover, MasterCard, and Visa. Depending on your card’s benefits, you may earn frequent flier miles or other bonus awards.

Make a credit card gift through a secure online transaction at www.PhilaU.edu/give.

Recurring Donations
Make your support of Philadelphia University easier and more manageable with recurring donations (available through online transaction only). Your contributions will be automatically deducted from your credit or checking account for a specified time period.

Make your recurring donation through a secure online transaction at www.PhilaU.edu/give.

Gifts of Securities
Gifts of appreciated securities, including publicly traded and privately held stock and mutual funds, to Philadelphia University, owned for the minimum period required by law, are deductible at fair market value on the day they are transferred to the University. Ownership of the securities must be transferred prior to any sale to qualify for the fair market value deduction and to avoid capital gains taxes on the appreciation.

Before making a gift of securities to Philadelphia University, please call the Office of Development and Alumni Relations for transfer instructions.

Corporate Matching Gifts
Your gift to Philadelphia University can be doubled or even tripled if your and/or your spouse’s employer has a corporate matching gift program!

To find out if your and/or your spouse’s employer has a matching gift, visit the matching gift database at www.matchinggifts.com/PhilaU.

Planned Gifts
There are a number of methods by which donors can make sizable future gifts to Philadelphia University while enjoying increased income and reduced taxes. Life income programs may eliminate or significantly reduce capital gains taxes on appreciated assets. The agreement is tailored to the donor’s personal financial needs and may produce income for the donor, donor and spouse, or donor and another beneficiary. Gifts can be made using cash, securities, bonds, real estate or personal property. For more information visit, www.PhilaU.edu/plannedgiving.

Bequests
Individuals may include Philadelphia University in their wills by naming the University for either a specific amount or a percent share of their estate. Many donors name Philadelphia University as the residual beneficiary of their estates after payment of bequests to others. The University also welcomes gifts of personal property by bequest. For more information visit, www.PhilaU.edu/plannedgiving.
SAVE THE DATE

THE FIFTH ANNUAL

President’s Downtown Reception

February 27, 2013
6 to 8 p.m.

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Historic Landmark Building
118 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Watch for details on RamNet!
www.PhilaU.edu/alumni

The DEC Center
the new home of the Kanbar College of Design, Engineering and Commerce

www.PhilaU.edu